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FIGURES 

Figure 1.--Positions of shallow stations, summer 1958. 

Figure 2.--Data grid showing consecutive numbering of grid cells. 

Figure 3.--Convergence of Ekman Transport in 109 gm/sec(+, convergence; 

-» divergence.) 

Figure 4.--Schematic representation of three-station group. 
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Figure 6.--Vertical velocity at 300-m depth in 10-7 m/sec (Positive value 
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Figure 8.--Vertical velocity at 1,000-m depth in 10-7 m/sec (Positive value 

denotes upward velocity; 10-7 m/sec approximates 1 cm/dey.) 

Figure 9.--Vertical velocity at 3,000-m depth in 10-7 m/sec (Positive value 

denotes upward velocity; 10-7 m/sec approximates l cm/dey.) 

Figure 10.--Dietribution of phosphate-phosphorus (pg-at/L) at the 100-m depth 

(After Reid, 1962.) 



ABSTRACT 

Vertical water velocities at selected depths, averaged over 

a summer season (1958)~ are computed for a large portion of the North 

Pacific Ocean. The calculations involve a determination of the 

horizontal absolute velocity field from actual hydrographic and 

meteorological data, followed by a computation of the vertical field 

from the divergence of the horizontal field. As its inclusion leads 

to excessive summation of errors, the effect of bottom topography in the 

deep ocean must be neglected. other necessary assumptions are invoked 

and discussed. 

Average vertical velocities in the open ocean are found to be 

small (several cm. per day), whereas at the continental boundary they 

may be larger by two or more orders of magnitude. 

Near the surface, and to a lesser degree with increasing depth, 

the vertical velocities generally conform qualitatively to the distribution 

of surface Ekman divergence, although in areas adjacent to a coast the 

Ekman effect is often secondary to strong baroclinic convergence or 

divergence related to the solid lateral boundary. 



INTRODUCTION 

Due to the combined effects of the constriction in vertical 

scale in the ocean and of the stratified nature of the fluid 9 vertical 

velocities related to the average· field of motion tend to be so small as 

to defy direct measurement. The importance of vertical motions to the 

structure and econonzy- of the sea is, however, well known and such 

vertical phenomena as upwelling and circulation of nutrients are of 

current interest. 

For ~xa.mple, in temperate regions the primary organic 

production through the bulk of the growing season will be controlled 

largely by the rate at which necessary nutrients are supplied to the 

illuminated surface layers. The existence of a large pool of dissolved 

nutrients in the waters below makes obvious the importance of vertical 

water motions to this sort of problem. 

Reid, in 1962, discussed the interrelation of horizontal and 

vertical flow and presented charts for the Pacific Ocean which show 

clearly the correspondence between locations of convergence or 

divergences in the average ocean circulation and distributions of dissolved 

nutrients and productivity (expressed as zooplankton abundance). 

The present study provides values for v~rtical wate~ velocities 

as selected depths for a large portion of the North Pacific Ocean. The 

procedure involves a determination of the horizontal absolute velocity field 

by applying the equation of continuity to flow calculated from actual 

hydrographic and pieteorological data; this procedure is followed by a 

computation of the vertical field from the divergence of the horizontal, 

requiring zero transports through the free surface and the ocean bottom. 
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DATA 

The data are based on an extensive group of stations taken by 

variou~ agencies during summer 1958 (Table 1). They cover an area bounded 

roughly by the North American Continent, the Aleutian Islands, the North 

Pacific western boundary current, and latitude 32°N. (Fig. 1). As few of 

these stations extended below 2,000 meters, the principle that deep waters 

change their properties extremely slowly was invoked and deep measurements 

from 722 stations, representing all stations deeper than 2,000 meters 

available through 1963 (Table 2) were added to provide deep coverage. The 

data from these deep stations and those from the "shallow" (summer 1958) 

stations were smoothed together by suitable weighted averages near the 

liOOO-meter depth. These combined data were interpolated onto the grid of 

four-degree squares (Fig. 2). 

For the present study an additional nine coastal stations taken 

by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography and by the Pacific Oceanographic 

Group during summer 1958 were chosen to tie the grid to the North American 

Continent. 

The Ekman transports were calculated from monthly surface 

pressure averages by Fofonoff (1960). To put the Ekman Transport data 

into roughly the same time period as the hydrographic data and to smooth 

somewhat the effect of individual storms, the Ekman Transports for the 

months of June, July, and August 1958 were averaged with July weighted 

doubly. These combined and averaged data were then superimposed onto the 

data grid (Fig. 3). 
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METHOD 

General assumptions 

It is assumed that the horizontal flow within the grid area 

.consists entirely of geostrophic currents and pure Ekman wind drift. This is 

a commonly accepted assumption for an area such as that covered by the grid 

where the velocities are not generally so large that inertial and lateral 

frictional effects must be taken into account (Fofonoff, 1962). 

The 5,000 decibar surface was chosen as the reference surface for 

dynamic computations. Thus the horizontal motion at the depth of this 

surface defines the depth-independent barotropic velocity field. Where the 

ocean depth is less than 5,000 meters the data were extrapolated to this 

level by applying Helland-Hansen's method in the zonal direction. The 

shallow coastal stations were adjusted to the 5,000 decibar level by Bennett's 

(1959) logarithmic extrapolation method. 

Finally, it is assumed that the Ekman drift is confined to the 

upper 100 meters. 

Determination of the barotropic velocity field 

The topography of the reference surface (which defines the barotropic 

flow) was determined by requir.ing conservation of water volume within each 

successive grid cell. This method was used by Wyrtki (1963) in a study of 

the Peru Current and was derived from Stommel's (1956) suggestion that his 

method for determining the "depth of no meridional motion" could be extended 

to ru1 entire ocean through the equation of continuity and a coastal boundary 

condition ( Fig .. 4 L 

For example, given the height of the reference surface at 

two stations A and B of a triangular group of stations A, B, and C (Fig. 4), 

the height at station C may be determined in the following manner. First, 

the Ekman and baroclinic modes of transport across the cell boundaries are 

determined from actual meteorological and hydrographic data. Since the heights 
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of the reference surface at stations A and Bare known, the barotropic 

transport across section AB can likewise be determined. Thus, the only 

transports into or out of the cell which are unkno~m are the barotropic 

transports across sections BC and CA. Therefore the reference surface 

heights at station C can be adjusted to give barotropic transports across 

these two sections in such a way that a b!Uance is struck among the various 

modes of flow and there is no net gain or loss of water across the boundary 

of the grid cell. 

Given the heights of the r~ference surface at the shoreward line 

of grid points, the reference surface topography for the entire grid area 

may be determined by applying the scheme to successive grid cells according 

to the numbered sequence of Figure 2. In the case of the rectangular cells 

the heights are known ·at three vertices and thus the height at the fourth 

may be determined in an analogous manner. 

In other words, we adjust the barotropic flow in such a way that 

the sum of its planetary and topographical divergences will balance the 

observed divergence in the Ekman and baroclinic modes. To form a theoretical 

basis for this computation procedure let us begin with expressions (1), (2), 

and (3) for the divergences in the various modes of flow using Fofonoff's 

(1962) notation. 

0 (1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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x~ y, and z are the eastward, northward, and upward coordinates: 

UB and VB are zonal and meridional components per unit width of 

barotropic mass transporto 

UE 9 VE and Ug 9 and Vg are the respective componertts of Ekman 

and baroclinic mass transports. 

uB and vB are zonal and meridional components of barotropic 

velocity. 

~Bis the height of the ocean bottom, f is the Coriolis 

parameter, pl is a close approximation of mean water density and 

~ = * 0 

The equation of continuity is: 

(4) 

Substituting expressions (1), (2), and (3) into expression (4) 

yields 

(5) 

Equation (5) expresses the relationship required for conservation of water 

volume at any point in the ocean under the assumptions of this model. This is 

an equation in three unknowns--VB, uBi and vB. Since the barotropic 

velocity components are constant with depth, VBand vB are related by 

(6) 

where his the depth of the ocean and fhl\ is its mean density. 
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Equations (5) and (6) constitute a set of two equations in 

three unknowns. The third equation required for a solution must express 

the physical fact that a change in the height of the reference surface at 

any grid point must change the computed transports across all adjoining 

sections in a manner predetermined by the dynamic topography at the 

surrounding grid points •. Thus 9 it must contain the notion of continuity 

of the reference surface. 

The barotropic velocity components are defined by 

(7) 

where g is the acceleration of gravity and ~R is the height of the 

reference surface. If these two expressions are cross-differentiated and 

the order of differentiation interchanged (continuity of the reference 

surface makes ~Ra continuous function with continuous derivatives) and 

added, the result is 

(8) 

which is also derivabl~ directly from equation (3) (Fofonoff 9 1962). The 

solution of (8) will contain two arbitrary functions which can be evaluated 

by boundary conditions given for u8 and vB. The simultaneous solution of 

thE set of three equations ( 5), ( 6), and ( 8) in the three unknowns j) uB, VB, 

and vB is equivalent to the successive grid cell procedure outlined above 

where the boundary condition was represented by the heights of the reference 

surface at the shoreward line of grid points. 
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Calculation of vertical velocities 

When the absolute horizontal veloci~y field has been defined, 

the vertical velocity at a given depth level can be determined as that 

required for conservation of water volume within the prism formed by the 

horizontal boundaries of the grid cell, the sea bottom, and the level of 

interest. 

Neglect of bottom topography 

When the above scheme is applied to actual physical data, the 

inevitable small errors accumulate very rapidly and quickly lead to 

unreasonable results. This is due in large part to the fact that any small 

error in the computed divergence within any cell leads to a relatively 

large error in the derived flow; this causes a mushrooming of error in the 

divergences within the succeeding cells. For example, a small error in the 

divergence within cell ABC of Figure 4 would have to be counteracted by 

changes in the barotropic transports across sections BC and CA. Because 

of the physical continuity of the reference surface as expressed in equation 

( 8) ~ any change in height at station C that would cause transport into the 

cell across one section would result in transport out of the cell across the 

other. And because the changes in depth and in Coriolis para.meter between 

the two sections are liable to be small, the required spurious divergence is 

likely to constitute a smali difference between two large spurious barotropic 

flows across the two sections. Indeed 9 if the differences in Coriolis parameter 

and in depth tended to counteract each other in equation (5)~ the error in the 

computed flow might be enormous. 
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One way to resolve this difficulty is to neglect the 

topographical effect in the deep oceBllo This restriction m~ be applied 

to our model by assuming a level, flat oce8ll bottom at a depth of 5 11 000 

meters. Where the real ocean floor departs significantly from a flat 11 

level condition, this assumption will seriously affect the correctness of 

the calculated vertical motion in the deep layers. However, with increasing 

height in the water column the barotropic flow becomes less importMt 

compared to the baroclinic and Ekman modes. C9nsequently, there will be 

much less effect on the results for the upper l~ers which are of most 

interest to studies of upwelling and productivity. 

Under the flat bottom assumption equation (3) becomes 

(9) 

indicating that all barotropic divergence is now in the meridional. component 

and therefore VB is the only component of barotropic transport affecting 

vertical motion. 

Equation {5) is reduced to 

(10) 

which can be recognized as Sverdrupvs (1947) transport equation. Thus the 

"conservation of water" equation now has one unknown, VB 11 which can therefore 

be determined at any point from local meteorological and hydrographic data. 

Equation (8) must still of course be satisfied but VB and therefore vB will 

have been determined independently and the zonal component is of no concern as 

it contains no divergence. Equation (8) therefore will not enter into the 

vertical velocity calculations and the computed vertical motion in each interior 

grid cell will be unaffected by results calculated for previous cells or by 
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the choice of lateral boundary conditions. Consequently, summation of 

errors will not occur. 

In physical terms, we are now computing the total baroclinic 

and Ekman flow into or out of a given grid cell and then simply adding 

enough meridional component of baratropic flow to correct any imbalance. 

Computationally, this involves imposing an equal and opposite amount of 

barotropic inflow or outflow distributed equally over the water column. 

In order to provide further insight into the effect of bottom 

topography several partial runs through the successive computation scheme 

were performed with this effect retained. Two widely differing boundary 

conditions were imposed for comparison. One required barotropic exchange 

between the boundary cells and the interior cells to be directed 

approximately parallel to the bottom contours and the other required it to 

be approximately p~rpendicular to the bottom contours. In those interior 

cells nearest the boundary where summation of errors is presumably least 

and where therefore some comparison can be made, rather close agreement was 

found in certain cases, However, certain other cells showed P(?Or agreement 

and the choice of lateral boundary condition seemed to have a profound effect, 

sometimes to the extent that computations tor a single cell indicated 

oppositely directed vertical motions under the two conditions. In general, 

attempts to include the topographical effect produced larger magnitudes and 

much greater scatter, It would seem likely, in view of the relative coherence 

in the geographical distribution of oceanographic properties including the 

divergences in the observable modes or flow, that awq from the direct 

influence of boundaries there should also be coherence in the vertical motions. 
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These results, together with the fact that circulation patterns 

for this area which agree well with observations have been derived from 

windstress through equation (10), which neglects topography (Favorite 11 

McA.lister 9 Ingraham, and Dey~ 1967), constitute an additional argument for 

the suitability of the flat-bottomed model, at least under the particular 

assumptions adopted for the present study. 

Calc·ulations in the boundary cells 

It is obvious that the flat bottom condition is not appropriate 

for the coastal boundary cells (1-8) (Fig. 2) wherein depths range from zero 

to deep ocean values. Therefore, the actual form of the bottom is taken 

into account in the calculations for these cells. 

In this case the equations in their complete form, (3) and (5) 

are applicable. Thus both components of barotropic flow mey contain 

divergence and there is not merely one but a number of barotropic divergence 

regimes available for satisfying continuity. 

The first regime considered (condition 1 in Table 1) is that under 

which the barotropic divergence is distributed evenly with depth. This case 

resul~s in lowest barotropic velocities and seems the most likely situation 

if the barotropic flow is regarded as basically a response to local wind 

induced (and other) divergence. Condition 1 willj in fact, hold approximately 

for any cell in which there is general barotropic flow across bottom contours. 

Also in the case of barotropic flow directed along parallel bottom contours 

the barotropic divergence is evenly distributed with depth due to the dominance 

of the planetary effect. Since it is likely that at least one of these conditions 

are approximated in each of the coastal cells 11 condition 1 has been chosen for 

calculat1on of the reported vertical velocities in the coastal cells. 
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It is possible 1 however, that where barotropic flow tends to 

follow convergent or divergent bottom contours the barotropic divergence 

(positive or negative) may be intensified at certain depth levels. To 

give an index to the error which might result, another condition (condition 

2) is postulated under which all barotropic divergence is concentrated below 

the level at which the vertical motion is computed. A comparison of the 

results at the 100-meter and 300-meter levels from these two coastal 

conditions is given in Table 3. 

The reported velocities are not corrected for the decrease in 

horizontal area due to incursion of the bottom into the various subsurface 

levels and are therefore given as averages over the total free surface 

area of the grid cell 

Summary of method 

In summary then~ our model is of an ocean in which flow consists 

entirely of geostrophic currents and Ekman drift. The bottom is flat except 

in those grid cells adjacent to the boundary where it has the configuration 

of the real ocean bottom. The boundary cells contain an arbitrary~ but 

reasonable •. barotropic regime. Each grid cell "stands alone" in that it is 

not affected by calculated results from previous cells. 

The model should give most realistic results in the surface 

layers and in the relatively flat bottomed areas of the deep ocean. 

Computations 

The computation for this report was performed on a PDP-8 computer 

with auxiliary magnetic tape memory. 
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l~e bcµ.idfu-y ccnditioA of zero motion through the solid sea 

bcttom i;:; imposed. at; the 5,000 mater depi:.h in the ofi'shore grid cells 

ra~h~r than ~t the depth of the actual ocean bottom. It .is felt that axi.y 

reslllting en·cr will be smaller than the uncertain:ty introduced by neglect 

of topogr~phical divergence and therefore it does not appear worthwhile to 

:f'urthe~ complicate the model in order to correct for it •. 

RESULTS 

'Ihe Ekman transport distribution {Figy 3) shows a large area of 

divergence in the no:rthwestern'portion of the grid and an even larger area of 

convergence in the southern and eaotcrn portions• Smaller patches of divergence 

occur along the North American coast. 

~ne distribution of vertical velocity at 100 meters (Fig. 5) adheres 

fa.irly clo~ely to the Ekman distribution, upward velocities being related to 

positive divergence and vice-versa. EJ~ceptions a.re in certain boundary cells 

where fnteraction wit~ the solid continonte.J. bounda.ry ~reduces strong diverge~ce 

(positive or nega.ti've) in the be.roclinic i'ield; i.e., fn cells land 2, strong 

baroclinic divergence in the surface layer outweighs the ra.ther weak Ekman 

conve~gence 9 producing rising ~otion at the 100-meter depth; in cell 5, strong 

baroclinic convergence overcomes the strong Ek.ms.n divergence to produce sinking. · 

· Another exception is in the extreme northwest corner ot the grid where a rather 

weak Ekman tield is overcome by the be.roclinic field to produce weak downward 
I 

velocities in an area of Ekman divergence. 

With increasing depth {Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9) these large areas 

of :::ising e.nd sinking water gre.due.lly lose their coher~nce a.nd break up in~o an 

al'.)parently me.re random pattern. A la.r.ge area of rising deep water, from 32°N. 

to 44°N. and f'rom 144°w. to 1600-W., occurs below sinking eurface water. This 
. . 

uea has strongly diverging baroclinic flow through the whole water column, 

with converging Ekmen flow at the surface and converging barotropic flow required 
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to ·balance the baroclinic divergence, becoming dominant at depth. 

Water of the central gulf of Alaska sinks at all depths. In general, 

a baroclinic velocity field that converges throughout the water column 

dominates in the upper leyers but is overcome by the opposing barotropic field 

at depth. 

The grid cells nearest the Eastern Aleutians contain rising water 

at all depths. This is related to intense surface Ekman divergence and 

convergent geostrophic flow at depth. 

The magnitudes of these velocities are of the order of several 

cm./dey in the open ocean; in the coastal cells they mey be two orders of 

magnitude greater due to interactions with the solid lateral boundary that 

produces large convergences an9- divergences in the various modes of 'flow. 

A comparison of the computed vertical velocity distribution at 100 

meters (Fig. 5) with Reid's (1962) chart of dissolved phosphate at 100 meters 

shows interesting similarities. A portion of Reid's chart is reproduced 

in Figure 10. The extensiye area of predicted upwelling south of the Alaskan 

Peninsula and the Aleutian Islands contains maximum concentrations of dissolved 

phosphate and presumably other nutrients. Likewise, the upwelling off the 

California coast is evident in the phosphate distribution. The tongue of higher 

phosphate concentration which extends eastward from the westward boundary of 

the grid near 36°N. appears to result from advection into the North Pacific 

Ocean of nutrient-rich waters associat.ed with the confluence of the western 

boundary currents. However, the ·upwelling computed for this area could well be 

a contributing factor. 
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Non-correspondence between the two charts is found in the extreme 

northwestern corner of the grid where high phosphate concentration is 

observed and sinking is predicted by the model. This is likely the result 

of rich northern water having been advected southward in the swift Oyashio 

currento However~ the non-correspondence might also be to some extent due 

to this area 0 s being under the influence of western boundary currents 9 where 

certain assumptions incorporated in the model may not hold. 

Another area of non-correspondence is in the two northernmost 

coastal cells (1 and 2) where there are low phosphate concentration~ 

observed in an area where intense upwelling is predicted. Likewise, off 

the British Columbia coast (cell 4} where sinking is predicted by the model 

are fairly high phosphate values observed at 100 meters. A likely 

explanation is the fact that in the extreme northern part of the Gulf of 

Alaska the wind-mixed layer customarily extends deeper then 100 meters, 

while off British Columbia it shallows to a minimum of about 75 meters 

(Dodimeadj Favorite~ and Hirano, 1963). Thus nutrients measured at 100 meters 

in cells l and 2 will have been available to biological ut:flization. In cell 

4 nutrient concentrations measured at 100 l'D.eters will have been 'W'ell within 

the halocline and therefore cut off from biological use and, in fact~ subject 

to enrichment. Available primary productivity information ( Koblents-Mishke 11 

1965) does indicate high productivity for cells 1 and 2 and thus rapid 

replenishment of nutrients even tpough measured concentrations are kept at a 

low level. 

It may be mentioned again that the velocities reported here are 

averaged both in time and in space, and local pockets of upwelling may have 

occurred in areas of sinking average motion and vice-versa where some effect 11 

localized either in time or space, deviated significantly from the average. 

Examples might be the effect of a short-term storm, or upwelling which might 

occur directly adjacent to a coast or other protrusiort of the sea bottom into the 

surface layers., 
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Table 1.--Sources of data for summer 1958 

Vessel Agency 

H.M.c.s. Oshawa Fisheries Research Board of Canada, POG. 

C.N.A.v. Whitethroat Fisheries Research Board of Canada, POG. 

M.V. Attu Biological Lab., Bur. Comm. Fish, Seattle 

M.V. Pioneer Biological Lab., Bur. Comm. Fish; Seattle 

M.V. Brown~ Dept. of Oceanography, Univ. of Wash. 

R. V. Rugh !1• Smith Biological Lab. , Bur. Comm. Fish.• 
Honolulu, Hawaii. 

R.V. Ryofu ~ Japan Meteorological Agency, Tokyo 

R.V. Soyo Maru Toka1 Regional Fisheries Research Lab. 

T.S. Hokusei Maru Faculty of Fisheries, Hokkaido Univ. 

!,& Oshoro ~ Faculty of Fisheries, Hokkaido Univ. 

Stranger Scripps Institution of Oceanography 

Paolina-T Scripps Institution of Oceanography 

Orea Scripps Institution of Oceanography 

Station No. 

1-111 

1- 97 

1- 78 

1-105 

1- 41 

14-lOl(not 
consecutive) 

1005-1009 
1039-10,49 
1055-1061 

1- 17 
.22- ·43 

1- 29 

1- 22 

40- 45 

70- 52 

90- 30 

Dates 

1958 

July 22-Aug. 16 

June 27-Aug.14 

May 7-Aug. 31 

May 7-Aug. 31 

June ~0-Aug. 20 

July 26-Sept. 3 

July 28-Sept. 6 

July 28-Sept. 11 

June 10-June 25 

June 7-June 27 

July 6 

Ju_ly 15 
"1> 

July 3 +J 



Vessel 

Beacon Hill 

Oshawa 

Oshawa 

. Oshawa 

Oshawa. 

St. Catherine 

St. Catherine 

St. Catherine 

Whitethroat 

Whi tethroat 

Whitethroat 

Oshoro Maru 

Yushio Mo.ru 

Takuyo 

Takuyo 

Table 2,--Sources of deep station data 

Agency 

Fisheries Research Board o-r Canada, 

Fisheries Research ·Boara of _Canada, 

Fisheries Research Board of Canada, 

Fisheries Research Board of Canada, 

Fisheries Research Board of Canada, 

Fisheries R.: search Board of Canada, 

Fisheries Research Board of Canada, 

Fisheries Research Board o-r Canada, 

Fisheries Research Boa.rd of Canada, 

Fisheries Research Board of Canada, 

Fisheries Research Board of Canada, 

Hokkaido Uhiversity 

Hokoda.te Marine Observatory 

Japan Hydrographic Office 

Japan Hydrographic Office 

POG, 

POG. 

POG • 

POQ. 

POG. 

POG. 

POG. 

POG. 

POG. 

POG. 

POG. 

No. of 
station~ 

23 

41 

32 

57 

7 

4 

27 

43 

7 

41 

30 

l 

3 

3 

1 

Date of Cruise 

Jan.-Feb. 1960 

July-~ug. 1957 

Mar.-Apr. 1958 

Aug. 1959 

July 1960 

Mar. -May 1959 

Mar.-Dec. 1960 

Jan.-Aug. 1961 

Apr.-Sept. 1958 

Aug. 1969 

July-Aug. 1960 

July 1955 

Aug.-Sept. 1955 
..... 

Oct. 1957 i>c, 

Mar. 1959 



Table 2.--Sources of deep station data--continued 

0 0 

Vessel Agency Stations Date of Cruise 

Ryofu ~ Japan Meteorological Agency 3 Aug.-Sept. 1955 

Ryofu ~ Japan Meteorological Agency 8 July-Sept. 1958 

Ryofu !~ Japan Meteorological Agency 1 May 1959 

Ryofu Maru Japan Meteorological Agency 7 Sept. 1959 ---
Ryofu Maru Japan Meteorological Agency 9 Nov. 1959 

Ryofu Maru Japan Meteorological Agency 13 May 1960 

Rynfu Maru Japan Meteorological Agency 11 May-June 1960 

Ryofu Maru Japan Meteorologic~l Agency 10 May-June 1962 . • -----
Soyo Maru Takai Regional Fisheries Research Lab. 6 Aug. 1958 ---
Tenyo Maru Takai Regional Fisheries Research Lab. 15 July-Sept. 1955 ----
Baird Scripps Institution of Oceanography 6 July-Sept. 1953 

Baird Scripps Ir1stitutbn of Oceanograph1 9 July-Aug. 1956 

Black Douglas Scripps Institution of Oceanography 6 Aug. 1955 

14 Aug. 1934 
.... 

Bushnell Scripps Ins ti tut ion of Oceanography 
U> 

Horizon Scripps Institution of Oceanography 35 Aug.-Nov. 1953 



Table 2.--Sources of deep station data--continued 

No. of 
Ves sel Agency Stations Date of Cruise 

Hl)r i zon Scripps Institution of Oceanography 14 Aug. 1955 

Hor i :;,:on Scripps Institution of Oceanography 12 Jul.-Aug. 1957 

StranBer Scripps Institution of Oceanography 1 Aug. 1955 

Brown Bear University of Washington 8 Aug. 1954-Jan. 1955 

Brown Bear University of Washington 8 May-Aug. 1956 

Brown Bear University of Washington 13 Aug . -Sept . 1957 

Brown Bear University of Washington 10 Jul.-Aug. 1958 

Pioneer U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 31 Sept.-Oct . 1961 

Pioneer U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 25 Mar.-Sept. 1:962 

Pioneer U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 12 Mar . -May 1963 

Surveyor U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 5 May-June 1963 

Vitiaz u.s.s.R . Institute of Oceanology 5 July 1957 

Vitiaz u . s . s.R . Institute of Oceanology 4 Nov . 1957 

Vitiaz U. S. S. R. Institute of Oceanology 3 Mar.-Apr. 1958 

Vitiaz U. S .. S.R . Institute of Oceanology 64 Oct.-Dec. 1958 

-.., 
() 
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Table J.--Comparison ot vertical velocities between two barotropic divergence 
regimes in the bou,ndary cells. Condition 1 has barotropic divergence consta.nt . 
with depth. Condition 2 has barotropic divergence concentrated below the stated 
depth levels. Units are 10-7 m/sec. · 

Depth Level: 100 m 300 m 

Flow Condition: l 2 l 2 

Grid Cell u 

1 +42 +90 +135 +307 

2 +31 +46 +71 +115 

3 +12 ' +9 +39 +28 

4 -5 -12 -82 -lll 

5 -20 -13 -32 -ll 

6 +95 -+114 +182 +224 

7 +10 +3 -53 -75 

8 +57 +47 +70 +40 



144°E 148E 152E 156E IGOE 164E l68E 172E 176E 180 176W 172W 168W 164W 160W 156W 152W 148W 144W 140W 136W 132W 128W 

Figure l.--Poe1t1ons or ehall011 stations, summer 1958. 

'"I:> 



124 123 122 121 

Ill 110 109 108 

96 95 94 93 29 

80 79 78 77. 36 

l44°E 148E l52E 156E IGOE l64E l68E l72E l76E 180 I76W I72W IGBW I64W I60W I56\Y I52W I48W I44W 140W I36W I32W I28W 

:Figure 2. - -Data grid showing connecutive numbering or grid cells. 

-
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-OGG -095 -097 -114 -117 -0 

-071 -097 -030 t072 

+004 +029 +117 + 114 

+091 +077 + 100 +129 +093 +08 

I44°E 148E I52E I56E I60E I64E 168[ I72E I76E 180 l76VI I72\'J I68W I64W I60W I56W 1521'/ I48W I44W 140W I36W I32W 128W 

Figure 3 ... ~convcrgcnce of El'.ma.n Trans11ort !n 1o9 fJJt/sec 
(+, CO?tV~!·gence; -, d1vergenc~). 
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Figure 4.--Schematic representation o~ three-station group. 



+8.2 + 7.0 + 7.5 

+6.8 + 5.5 +0.4 

+ 2.6 -2.6 +0.4 -1.6 -7.4 -7.2 

-5.6 -4.9 -7.3 :.. 5,1 

- 5.6 - 6.5 -8.3 - 8.0 -9.6 - 10.3 

144°£ 148E 152E 156E IG0E l64E 168E 172E 176E 180 176W 172W 168W 164W 160W . 156Y/ 152W 148W 144W 140W 136W 132W 128W 

J'igure 5•·•Vert1cal velocity at 100-m depth 111 1o·T a/sec . 
(Poe1tive value denotes upvard velocity; 10·7 m/sec 
approximates l cm/dey . ) 
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+9.4 +4.0 . t4.4 +O. 

+3.4 -2.3 

-7.1 tl.5 o.o -5.4 -5 .1 -5. 

-7.2 -S.2 - 6.5 -2.5 -3.0 -2.0 -1.9 
~ 

-0.1 -3.2 -3.5 -7.1 -6.7 -6.1 -7.7 -5.7 -3. ~ 
,io~ 

144°E 148E 152E 156E IGOE 164E 168E 172E 176E 180 176W 172W 168W 164W 160W 156W 152W 148W 144W 140W 136W 132W 128W 

Figure 6.--Vertical velocity at 300-11 d7pth in 10-T m/sec . (Positive value 
denotes upvard velocity; 10· m./sec approximates l cm/day .. ) 



+10.1 +2.2 

+10.7 +2.4 -3.8 -5.G -6.7 

36 t3.I -9.2 +2.3 +1.6 -3.5 -3.4 ·-4. 

-4.3 -6.G -0.8 +1.0 

.a + 2.5 -2.1 -1.8 -G.8 -6.0 -2.4 -5.3 -3.3 t0.6 

144°E 148E 152E 156E 160E 164E 168E 172E 176E 180 176W 172W 168W 164W 160W 156W 152W 148W 144W 140W 136W 132W 128W 

Figure 7.--Vertical velocit7 at 500-m dJ>l>th in io-7 a/sec. (Positive value 
4enoteo upvl\l"d veloeity1 10-r m/see approxia:ateo 1 cm/day.) 
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+9.9 +0.2 -I.I 

-0.2 +10.9 +2.1 -5.5 

36 +2.7 -8.7 +3.6 +3.8 -0.5 

.8 -6.5 -O.I -5.8 +1.9 +6.8 +4.1 

.6 +2.9 -0.9 +2.3 -6.5 -3.0 +3.3 -1.0 -0.1 

1411°£ 148£ 152£ 156£ 160£ 164£ 168E 172E 176E 180 176W 172W 168W 164W 160W 156W 152W 148W 144W 140W 136W 132W 128W 
-7 

Figure 8 . •-Vert1cel nlocit;y at 1,000-lETdepth in 10 •/oec. (Positln Telue 
denote• upvar4 velocit;y; 10 •/sec approximates 1 cm/4ar.) 

..,,. 



-t5.0 -1.4 -6.7 

-1.7 +5.1 +3.1 

36 +0.1 -2.8 +1.8 +5.6 +2.7 

-4.1 + 5.8 +10.3 +6.1 
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·7 

Figure 9 , ••Vertical Yeloc1tr at 3,000-JLdepth in 10 m/seo . (Podtive nlue 
denotes upvar4 Yelocttyi 1o·r r./seo approximate• l or,/4ar,) 
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1'1gure 10,•· D1otr1but1on of phoephate-pho•phorus (.µg-at/L) at the 100 1a 4epth 
(After Re141 1962) , 
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